Cocoa Ice Appelbaum Diana Orchard Books
ice cocoa ice - matawan-aberdeen regional school district - materials: texts: cocoa ice by diana
appelbaum (paired texts: “cocoa” and “ice”), note-taking graphic organizers, sticky notes, anchor charts ela
objectives: · swbat use a graphic organizer to take notes on a literary passage and sort text evidence into
provided categories (w 3.8). emonade war by - matawan-aberdeen regional school district - while
reading cocoa ice by diana appelbaum,discuss how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures
collaborate for economic purposes. (sl 3.1, 6.1.4.a.15) notetaking ( cocoa ice by diana appelbaum , boom town
by sonia levitin ): love is a handful of honey. p cohen powerwall krauss, ruth ... - love is a handful of
honey. andreae, giles, wilton, conn. : tiger tales, 2007. p andreae cocoa ice. appelbaum, diana karter. orchard
books, c1997. ohio achievement assessments - waverly high school - today you will be taking the ohio
grade 5 reading achievement assessment. three different types of questions appear on this test: multiple
choice, short answer and extended response. there are several important things to remember: 1. read each
reading selection carefully. you may look back at the reading selection as often as necessary. title author
lexile lexile codecall number phantom ... - cocoa ice appelbaum, diana 1030 c kids general app signed,
abiah rose browning, diane 1030 c kids historical bro first four years, the wilder, laura ingalls 1030 c kids
historical wil jump again! more adventures of brer rabbit harris, joel chandler 1030 c kids tales 398.2452 har
the flint heart paterson, katherine 1030 c kids tales pat accelerated reader quiz list - reading practice accelerated reader quiz list - reading practice ... accelerated reader quiz list - reading practice quiz no. title
author book level points ... 25281 en cocoa ice appelbaum, diana 4.7 0.5 71629 en watermelon day appelt,
kathi 2.8 0.5 276 en lemming condition, the arkin, alan 4.3 1.0 quiz list—other reading page 1 school:
watkins glen ... - 902568 en cocoa ice (hsp edition) appelbaum, diana lg 4.1 2,490 f 903946 en company is
coming! (hsp edition) albright, celeste lg 1.1 248 f 902669 en cookie for the cowboys (hsp edition), a stelson,
caren b. lg 2.3 439 f ... school: watkins glen elementary school quiz edition) américas award books - clasp cocoa ice. diana appelbaum. illustrated by holly meade. two young girls, one in santo domingo, the other one
in maine, tell stories cleverly linked by the author through "the cocoa ice trade" of schooners in the late 19th
century. each dreams about the other's place, "the island il lin i s - appelbaum, diana cocoa ice; illus. by holly
meade. orchard, 1997 51p library ed. isbn 0-531-33040-0 $17.99 trade ed. isbn 0-531-30040-4 $16.95 r gr. 3-5
this unusual title is written in two parts: the first section is set on the tropical island of santo domingo and
features a little girl explaining the harvesting of ...
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